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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the modifications of a kinematics-
based trajectory planner for an AUV, assuring cruising in
formation. Analysis is performed by means of MATLAB
simulation. The method presented in authors’ previous
work [1, 2, 3] is redesigned, with an algorithm assigning
virtual waypoints / virtual leaders for an AUV to follow in
order to cruise in formation with other AUVs added.
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1 Introduction

The exploration of the immense area of the Earth’s oceans
will likely require the coordinated utilization of fleets ofau-
tonomous underwater robots. In order for such a paradigm
to allow for efficient, correct and precise exploration of the
ocean, the AUVs included in the fleet will have to possess
the capability to cruise in extensive, scalable formations,
and collaborate in navigation, sample collection and phys-
ical measurement of varied physical and chemical quanti-
ties. Notwithstanding problems unique to coordinated con-
trol of a swarm of robotic agents, navigation, command &
control of a single AUV are in themselves problems requir-
ing dedicated and prolonged research efforts. However, in
these fields results guaranteeing the usability of a single,
large, expensive system have been obtained by various re-
search groups (AutoSub, etc.).

The coordinated control of a formation of AUVs,
however, remains a research topic of utmost complexity
and attractiveness for fundamental advances in the state of
the robotic science. The authors have in their previous work
[1, 2, 3] developed, in line with current research ongoing in
virtual potentials methods (cf. [4]), a framework based on
algebraic methods, [5, 6, 7], with several key advantages:

1. Intuitiveness, leading to the readability (and conse-
quentially, easy extendibility and scalability) of im-
plemented code. Young researchers and newcomers
to the field have a steep learning curve and are able to
contribute relatively easily.

2. Trivial proof of BIBO stability. The shape of the
potential distribution functions of the features of the
trajectory planning problem (robotic agent, obstacle,
waypoint) can be selected so that the resulting physi-
cal system is at the very least conservative. Modifica-
tions have been undertaken in [1] so that the system is
indeed dissipative and therefore asymptotically stable,
with a Lyapunov-like proof.

3. The method operates on thrust vectors, allowing for
cross-platform portability since thruster allocation can
be programmed separately to conform to certain actu-
ator configurations.

4. A good number (not too great, not too small) of
method-independent parameters that allow for:

• Further automated decision-making above and
beyond the problem of trajectory planning, in
the form of online setting or adaptation of these
parameters (e.g. automated decision-making re-
lated to the risk represented by cruising closer to
a certain obstacle by lowering its repulsiveness).

• Easy formulation of various optimization prob-
lems of engineering merit when considering a
certain AUV craft that the algorithm is to be im-
plemented in.

5. Cross-layer-design features. A number of important
behavioral paradigms:

• obstacle avoidance,

• top-speed cruising through unobstructed water,

• predictive circumnavigation of an obstacle al-
lowing for the minimization of actuator energy
(especially important in cruise-type, torpedo-
hulled AUVs [9, 10] where heading changes are
effected through a rudder that can come under a
lot of stress in steep and fast maneuvers),

• formation assembly,

• partial formation break-up for purposes of obsta-
cle circumnavigation,

• formation reassembly in unobstructed water etc.



Are all achieved without recourse to separate proce-
dures and programmatic modules.

However, the developed framework exhibited a lack of
asymptotical stability of the formation. The AUVs would
all converge to the general vicinity of the waypoint, but
an “all stop” command was never realized. Finite and
non-vanishing jitter was introduced as a side-effect of the
chaotic perturbations of local minima. Within every AUV
of the formation, a collection of local minima was continu-
ally being “dragged” by every other observed AUV in the
same formation, influencing in turn its own manoeuvring.
In this way a nonlinear and non-deterministic feedback ef-
fect was inadvertently achieved.

This shortcoming was resolved with the redesign pro-
posed in this paper in Section 3. Before approaching the
redesign, Section 2 revisits the original design of the vir-
tual potential method trajectory planner. Section 4 displays
the simulated performance of the redesigned method. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Virtual Potentials Method

The virtual potential based trajectory planner previously
developed by the authors in [1, 2, 3], ensures proper tra-
jectory planning with respect to obstacles within theN -
dimensional mission space of an AUV. The influence is in
general a “force-like” vectored quantity depending in mod-
ulus and argument on the gradient of a scalar field. The
scalar field is calculated in the sensor space as a summa-
tion of values of virtual potential distribution functions, or
decentralized control functions, attributed to each and ev-
ery observed obstacle. Mathematically, the influence ofn
obstacles on the AUV trajectory is represented by a summa-
tion Es (~p) =

∑n
i=1 f

(i)
s , where eachf (i)

obs(·), i = 1 . . . N
is given by:

f
(i)
obs (~x) = exp

{

A+(i)
s /r(i)

[

~x
(i)
obs

]

(~x)
}

(1)

Where:
- ~x is the vector of point coordinates in the mission space,
~x ∈ R

N ,
- r(i)

[

~x
(i)
obs

]

(RN ) ∈ R
+
0 is the function that returns the

distance between the AUV’s location and thei-th obstacle
(r(i)-s is indexed byi, since it can vary depending on the
geometric shape of the obstacleobs(i)), parameterized by a
representative point of thei-th obstacle,~x(i)

obs ∈ R
N (geo-

metric barycenter or some other typical point of the obsta-
cle, e.g. a polygon vertex),
- A

+(i)
s ∈ R

+
0 is the repulsion amplification attributed to

thei-th obstacle.
In [3], a modification was implemented in order to re-

formulate the problem to avoid the appearance of local ex-
tremals, based on the idea ofrotor potentials. In the mod-
ification, the vector influencing the trajectory planning is
formed from the addition of the previously explained gra-
dient vector and a vector perpendicular to the line along the

shortest distance between the obstacle and the AUV, whose
magnitude varies with that distance. The mathematics, re-
capitulated from [3], is the following:

Es (~x) → E (~x)

∴ E (~x)
.
= Es (~x) + Er (~x)

=

n
∑

i=1

f (i)
s (~x) +

n
∑

i=1

f (i)
r [~xr] (~x)

=

n
∑

i=1

{

f (i)
s (~x) + f (i)

r [~xr] (~x)
}

∴ fobj [~xr]
.
= fs + fr [~xr] (2)

Where:
- Es is the stator part of the scalar fieldE,
- Er is the rotor part of the scalar fieldE,
- f

(i)
s is the stator potential distribution function of ani-th

feature or obstacle,
- f

(i)
r [~xr] is the rotor potential distribution function of an

i-th feature or obstaclewith respect to a predetermined ref-
erence point in the mission space, ~xr,
- fobj [~xr] (·), is the aggregate potential distribution func-
tion, which has now needs to additionally be parameterized
by ~xr, since rotor potentials are calculated w.r.t. a refer-
ence point in the mission space, being dependent on the
geometrical relationship between the representative point
of the object to whichfobj is attached,~xobs, and the said
reference point.

More precisely, as detailed in [3] and following the
form in (2), the potential distribution functions of obstacles
are:

fobj (~x) = fs (~x) + fr

[

A+
r , ~xobs, ~p

]

(~p) (3)

Where:
- fr

[

A+
r , ~xobs, ~p ∈ R

N
] (

R
N

)

is a rotor potential function
parameterized byA+

r , ~xobs and~p, the coordinate vector of
the AUV under observation,
- A+

r is the rotor amplification,
- ~p, used identically instead of~xr is the coordinated vector
of the AUV under observation.

The identity~xr ≡ ~pAUV shall always be assumed un-
less explicitly stated otherwise. This allows for some short-
ening of notation by omission of~xr in the parameter list for
fobj-type potential distribution functions. Moreover, this
has the direct consequence further (also discussed in more
detail in [3]):

fr (~p) ≡ 0

⇒

fobj (~p) ≡ fs (~p)

The gradient of the scalar fieldE (~p) =
∑i=1

N f
(i)
obs

is numerically approximated by the sampling of the scalar
field E at the AUV’s position,~p , and anm-tuple of sam-
pling points spaced equidistantly along the circle of radius



rε around~p, at angular increments of2π/m:

E =
{

ε(i)(k)
}

ε(i)(k) = ~p(k) + rε · [cos (2πi/m) sin (2πi/m)]
T

The gradient, equal to the non-friction component of the
controlling force,~Fnf (k), is then approximated as follows:

∣

∣

∣

~Fnf (k)
∣

∣

∣
= max

i

[

E (~p(k)) − E
(

~ε(i)(k)
)]

∠~Fnf (k) = arg max
i

[

E (~p(k)) − E
(

~ε(i)(k)
)]

~F (k) = ~Fnf (k) + µ · ~v(k − 1) (4)

~F (k) = ~F (k)/
∣

∣

∣

~F (k)
∣

∣

∣
· inf

(∣

∣

∣

~F (k)
∣

∣

∣
, Fmax

)

(5)

Where:
- ~Fnf (k) is the no-friction controlling force term (cf. [1,
2]),
- ~F (k) is the controlling force with virtual viscose friction
taken into account (cf. [1, 2]), which when bounded on the

upper side byFmax is denoted~F (k),
- ~v(k−1) is the actual measured velocity vector of the AUV
at timek − 1.

If the actuator control subsystem of a particular AUV
has predefined points of entry, rather than being able
to accept a controlling force as a feed, the controlling
force (based on the completely holonomic model of the
kinematics) can be decomposed into set-point feeds ap-
propriate for parallel structure PI-D controllers for the
surge speed (the linear acceleration command, the com-
manded surge speed and the integral command) and head-
ing rate (the angular acceleration command, the com-
manded heading change rate and the commanded heading),
{(ac, vc, Isurge) , (αc, ωc, φc)}:

~vc(k) = T/2 ·
(

~F (k − 1) + ~F (k)
)

+ ~v(k − 1) (6)

~vc(k) = ~vc(k)/ |~vc(k)| · inf (|~vc(k)| , vmax) (7)

~vc(k) = 〈~vc(k), ê1〉 · ê1 + 〈~vc(k), ê2〉 · ê2 (8)

ê1 = ~vc(k − 1)/ |~vc(k − 1)| (9)

ê2 =

[

0 1
−1 0

]

· ê1 (10)

vc(k) = 〈~vc(k), ê1〉

Where:
- ~v(·) is theactualspeed vector in the Earth-fixed frame of
reference at whichever time instant (k, k − 1, etc.),
- ~vc(·) is the speed commandvector in the Earth-fixed
frame of reference at whichever time instant (k, k−1 etc.),
which when bound on the upper side is denoted~vc(k),
- vc(·) is the surge speed command at whichever time in-
stant (k, k − 1 etc.),
- (ê1, ê2) are an orthonormal basis in the AUV’s body-fixed
frame of reference atk − 1, expressed in the Earth-fixed
frame of reference,

- 〈·, ·〉 is the scalar product of two vectors,〈~a,~b〉 = |~a| ·
∣

∣

∣

~b
∣

∣

∣
·

cos ∠

(

~a,~b
)

.

ac =
∣

∣

∣

~F (k)
∣

∣

∣

Where:
- ac(k) is the derivative channel (acceleration) command
for the parallel surge speed PI-D controller at timek.

φ(k − 1) = atan2(~v(k − 1))

φc(k) = atan2(~vc(k))

Where:
- φ(k − 1) is theactualheading at timek − 1,
- φc(k) is the heading command at timek,
- atan2(·) is the four-quadrant arc-tangent (in an Earth-
fixed frame of reference).

Isurge = |~p(k) − ~pc(k)|

Where:
- ~p(k) is theactualposition vector of the AUV,
- ~pc(k) is the commanded or idealized expected position of
adouble-integratordynamic model of the AUV.

ω(k − 1) = [φ(k − 1) − φ(k − 2)] /T

ωc(k) = [φc(k) − φ(k − 1)] /T

Where:
- ω(k − 1) is the actual heading change rate at timek − 1,
- ωc(k) is the heading change rate command at timek.

r (k − 1|k − 1) = ω(k − 1)/v(k − 1)

r (k|k − 1) = ωc(k)/vc(k)

Where:
- v(k − 1) is the actual measured surge speed of the AUV
at timek − 1,
- vc(k) is the surge speed command of the AUV at timek,
- r (k|k − 1) is the turning radius of the AUV at timek with
true navigation data last sampled in time instancek − 1,
- r (k − 1|k − 1) is the turn radius of the AUV at timek−1
with true navigation data at that time instance known.

αc(k) =

{

r(k) · ac(k) − . . .

vc(k) · [r (k|k − 1) − r (k − 1|k − 1)] /T

}

/ . . .

r2 (k|k − 1)

Where:
- αc(k) is the derivative channel of the parallel heading rate
PI-D controller at timek.



3 The Redesign of the Method

3.1 Ensuring Heading-Rate Reserve When Maneu-
vering Near Maximum Forward Speed

Consider the repercussions of (7) when an AUV is ap-
proaching an obstacle after a prolonged period of accelera-
tion through unobstructed water. If the obstacle is situated
mid-way between the initial point and the waypoint that
the AUV is trying to reach, the slope of the inverted bell-
shaped curve of the waypoint’s potential distribution func-
tion (cf. [2]) will be steepest. Therefore, it is likely thatthe
controlling forcegiven by (5) will be equal toFmax. If the
AUV had been accelerating without obstruction for some
time, its forward speed,v will be identically equal tovc,
which will bevmax.

In this scenario, depending on the configuration of the
AUV’s thrusters, it might not be possible for AUV to start
to circumnavigate the obstacle while ideally still some dis-
tance away from the obstacle. Rather, the AUV will enter
the region wherein the repulsive influence of the obstacle
will cause it to slow down significantly, only to accelerate
after having circumnavigated it. In essence this is a type
of wind-upof thecontrolling forcesignificantly degrading
the parsimony of AUV’s energy expenditure and balance in
obstacle-avoidance maneuvers.

To arrive at a solution to this problem, redefine the
bound operation in (5) by first decomposing~F (k) as de-
fined by (4) into components parallel and perpendicular to
the current direction of travel of AUV, given by the argu-
ment of the true velocity vector of the AUV at time instant
k−1, ~v(k−1), making use of the orthonormal base defined
in (9, 10), and decomposing thecontrolling forcein a sim-
ilar manner to that in which the command velocity vector,
~vc(k) was decomposed in (8):

~F (k) = 〈~F (k), ê1〉 · ê1 + 〈~F (k), ê2〉 · ê2

~F (k) = F‖(k) · ê1 + F⊥(k) · ê2

Where:
- F‖(k) is the component of~F (k) parallel to the current
direction of travel of the AUV, given by∠ (~v(k)),
- F⊥(k) is the component of~F (k) perpendicular to the cur-
rent direction of travel of the AUV.

If the parallel component is negative (meaning speed
should be commanded to decrease), then the bounding pro-
cedure is executed as follows:

1. If necessary, bound the parallel component to satisfy
the maximum force constraint:

F ‖(k) = − inf
(

Fmax,
∣

∣F‖(k)
∣

∣

)

2. If necessary, bound the perpendicular component to
satisfy the maximum force constraint:

F⊥(k) = sgn (F⊥(k))·inf

(

|F⊥(k)| ,

√

F 2
max − F

2

‖(k)

)

Otherwise (the parallel component is nonnegative), the or-
der of the bounding operations is reversed:

1. If necessary, bound the perpendicular component to
satisfy the maximum force constraint:

F⊥(k) = sgn (F⊥(k)) · inf (Fmax, |F⊥(k)|)

2. If necessary, bound the parallel component to satisfy
the maximum force constraint:

F ‖(k) = inf

(

∣

∣F‖(k)
∣

∣ ,

√

F 2
max − F

2

⊥(k)

)

The bounding procedure for the commanded velocity
vector is redefined in exactly the same procedure, i.e. if
~v‖c(k) = 〈~vc(k), ê1〉 in (8) is negative: If the parallel com-
ponent is negative (meaning speed should be commanded
to decrease), then the bounding procedure is executed as
follows:

1. If necessary, bound the parallel component to satisfy
the maximum velocity constraint:

v‖c(k) = − inf
(

vmax,
∣

∣v‖c(k)
∣

∣

)

2. If necessary, bound the perpendicular component to
satisfy the maximum velocity constraint:

v⊥c(k) = sgn (v⊥c(k))·inf
(

|v⊥c(k)| ,
√

v2
max − v2

‖c(k)
)

Otherwise:

1. If necessary, bound the perpendicular component to
satisfy the maximum velocity constraint:

v⊥c(k) = sgn (v⊥c(k)) · inf (vmax, |v⊥c(k)|)

2. If necessary, bound the parallel component to satisfy
the maximum velocity constraint:

v‖c(k) = inf

(

∣

∣v‖c(k)
∣

∣ ,
√

v2
max − v2

⊥c(k)

)

In this way, regardless of the acceleration along the
current course,φ(k), the AUV’s trajectory will always be
planned so as to start circumnavigating obstacles in front
of it at the earliest possible time.

3.2 Assignation of Formation-Based Virtual Leaders

In previous work, especially [2, 3], the formation of AUVs
cooperating in a group was achieved asymptotically by
having other AUVs sensed by an AUV planning the tra-
jectory represented as a following type of potential distri-
bution function:

fag (~x) = fcirc [~xag] (~p)

+

i=1
∑

q

fgp

[

~ν(i)
ag

]

(~x) (11)



Where:
- fag(R

N ) is the potential distribution function attached to
an agent – another AUV navigating in formation with the
AUV under observation, located at~xag

- fcirc [~xag] (R
N ) is the potential distribution function of

the circular type (cf. [2, 3]), the circle being centered on
~xag, coordinates of the agent,

- fgp

[

~ν
(i)
ag

]

(RN ) are theq ∈ N potential distribution func-

tions of the Gaussian or goal-point type (cf. [2, 3]), given
in (12), each one centered on the corresponding~ν

(i)
ag , the

coordinate vector of the formation-nodes surrounding the
agent, and defined by:

~ν(i)
ag = ~xag + λ [cos 2πi/q sin 2πi/q]

T

Where:
- λ ∈ R

+
0 is the length of the formation lattice, i.e. the ideal

distance at which AUVs in formation should be away from
each other when cruising in perfect formation,
- q is the formation descriptor, one of the three possi-
ble numbers of vertices of regular polygons which com-
pletely tile the 2D plane (equilateral triangle, square, regu-
lar hexagon).

fgp

[

~ν(i)
ag

]

(~x) = −A− · exp
(

−‖~x − ~ν(i)
ag ‖

2/2σ2
)

(12)

Where:
- A− ∈ R

+
0 is the attraction coefficient,

- ~x ∈ R
N is the point in the mission space at which poten-

tial is being evaluated,
- σ ∈ R

+
0 is the coefficient tuning the “spread” of the Gaus-

sian potential distribution function (cf. [2, 3]) of every
formation node, identically equal toλ/3, so that the “in-
verse bell” of the Gaussian potential distribution functions
f

(1...q)
gp each contributing to the composite agent’s potential

distribution functionfag by each of theq formation nodes
around it“taper away” at the position of the agent itself.

The example of a potential described by (11), forq =
3, is given by figure 1.

However, in a formation of more than 2 AUVs, this
leads to chaotic behavior [10] which is extremely difficult
to regularize. Moreover, techniques that would be able to
regularize or attenuate this chaotic behavior would break
the cross-layer designparadigm and thereby introduce el-
ements of non-scalable and non-extendible design into this
framework.

In contrast to such solutions, the chaotical interaction
of local minima in figure 1, attached to each AUV in a for-
mation, and moving with their complex and mutually influ-
enced motion, can be avoided by introducing a layer that
for each AUV planning the trajectory, introduces onlyone
local minimum in the form of a virtual leader.

The typical non-ideal and non-stationary situation in
this formation-maintaining problem is displayed in figure
2.

An alternative algorithm, uniquely placing one local
minimum or one virtual waypoint, is developed in table 1.

Figure 1. The potential distribution function for an agent,
with n = 3, in authors’ previous work [1, 2, 3]
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Figure 2. A typical situation with multiple other AUVs near
the AUV planning the trajectory.

Table 1. The virtual leader algorithm

1. Initialize VL as an empty (0 × 0) matrix.
Loop 1 For each sensed agenti located at~x(i)

ag

(L1.1) Take the angleβi = atan2
(

~x(i)
ag − ~p

)

(L1.2) Quantize the angleβi by π/3 to arrive atk ∈ (1 . . . q), the ordinal number
of the optimally fitting node for thei-th sensed agent.

(L1.3) Append the rowvl(i) = ~x(i) T
ag + [λ cos (kπ/3) , λ sin (kπ/3)]

End L1
2. Take thecolumn-mean(add up rows and divide by number of rows) of

VL, ~̂ν = colmean (VL)T.
3. Place a virtual leader / virtual waypoint potential distribution

function at~̂ν.

4 Simulative Analysis

Two simulations, exploring the behavior of the algorithm in
an uncluttered mission theater, and in a severely cluttered
mission theater were performed.

The paths planned for each of the 4 AUVs in the un-
obstructed mission theater simulation are given in figure 3.
The helm speed commands are given in 4.
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Figure 3. The paths planned for a formation of 4 AUVs in
an uncluttered mission theater.
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Figure 4. The helm speed commands of the 4 AUVs navi-
gating in formation in an uncluttered mission theater.

The paths planned for each of the 4 AUVs in the
severely cluttered mission theater are given in figure 5. The
helm speed commands are given in 6.

5 Conclusion And Further Work

5.1 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, the framework presented in author’s previ-
ous work was improved by the redesign of the method by
which formation is assembled, disassembled while circum-
navigating the obstacles and reassembled when once more
possible. In the analysis of the simulation, performed as
a software sanity test, it was shown that the new design
methodology is robust to the level of clutter and that it
can successfully reestablish the formation once AUVs have
split apart in order to circumnavigate the obstacles while
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Figure 5. The paths planned for a formation of 4 AUVs in
a severely cluttered mission theater.
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Figure 6. The helm speed commands of the 4 AUVs navi-
gating in formation in a severely cluttered mission theater.

expending the minimum of energy on avoidance maneu-
vers.

Thereby, the redesigned framework acts as a middle
level of an integrated and embedded intelligent control sys-
tem for a formation of AUVs under development in the au-
thors’ laboratory. This framework, sitting in a hierarchical
tier structure above the AUV’s drive (thruster, rudder etc.)
controllers, produces commands that these controller need
to servo as best possible.

Towards an even higher level of abstraction, various
signals incipient in normalization and bounding procedures
described in authors’ previous work, as well as in Subsec-
tion 3.1. can be regarded as either boolean or real signals
on the basis of which certain residuals can be generated.
By exploiting such a hybrid analysis of the operation of
this framework, a set of boolean flags can be arrived at that
monitor and encode information about the system. These
can be linked to rules in an inference system, which can



serve at the highest semantic levels in order to determine
categorical descriptions of the course of the mission.

5.2 Future research

Future research will be directed towards the exploration of
the following topics:

1. Exploring the thruster allocation aspect of how the
controlling force can best be reproduced by various
thruster configurations – researching holonomy con-
straints, and inspecting the possible introductions of
diffeomorphismalike to the one used in [11].

2. Estimation of stationary stochastic disturbances in the
mission theater, like currents, wave motion, drift etc.
by the analysis of the trends exhibited in the guid-
ance errors (differences between actual measurement
of the AUV’s navigational states and the commands
produced by the proposed trajectory planner).
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